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Figure s1. Analysis and determination of the carbon nanotube (CNT) structure. Left part: “I” to
“III” indicate atomic model of the single layered graphene ribbon in graphene ridge, double
layered graphene ribbon in graphene ridge, and a CNT in graphene ridge, respectively. Simulated
TEM images at various defocus were listed below. Right part: experimental TEM images
comparing with the simulated ones. Contrast profiles at three different positions indicated in the
TEM image (“a” to “c”) were adopted to compare with the simulated ones. One can find much
better accordance of the contrast profiles of the CNT model with that of the experimental image,
supporting the CNT assessment. Shaded region in the profiles denote the characteristic edge
region. Orange arrows indicated in the TEM image show positions of kinks on the CNT.
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Figure s2. TEM images obtained ~ 2 hrs after the formation of the fullerene structure (Fig. 1(h))
under continuous e-beam irradiation. (a) and (b) have a time interval of about 1 second. Scale bars
= 2 nm.

Figure s3. (a) HRTEM image at the initial stage of the fullerene growth. Line profile along the
selected region (dashed yellow area) shows layer space of 0.33 nm, as indicated in (b). Yellow
arrows indicate the position of layers. (c) HRTEM image after the formation of the fullerene
structure. Line profile at the selected region (dashed yellow area) shows layer spaces of 0.33 nm,
as indicated in (d). Note that a contrast dip was seen at the center of the fullerene structure, which
is similar to the contrast distribution in the simulated HRTEM images.
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Figure s4. Simulated TEM images of fullerene structures with different rotation angle under
different defocus values. The atomic structure shows a fullerene structure with a defect. Dashed
green line indicates the projected plane (perpendicular to the paper surface) along which the
fullerene was rotated.
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Figure s5. Simulated TEM images of fullerene on graphene structures (hexagonal shaped) with
different layers under different defocus value. Atomic model shows the side view of the fullerene
structure on a single layer graphene. Red arrow indicates the e-beam projection direction. A
contrast profile was shown on the left side, which corresponds to the position indicated by red line
at defocus = -8 nm. A blue arrow notes the contrast dip at the fullerene center.
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